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II. The C.S.I.R.O. Subsidiary Systems
1.

Introduction

As the basis of a scientific computing network, C.S.I.R.O.
is to install four medium sized subsidiary computing systems in
addition to the large single system to be located at Canberra.
The latter was described in an earlier memorandum (No.1 ). The
present memorandum deals with the four subsidiaries. Three of
these will be virtually identical, but the fourth will differ
principally by the array of peripheral units to which it will be
connected. It will also be connected directly to the 3600
processor with respect to which it will function as a controlled
'satellite'.
Each subsidiary system will consist of a recently announced
Control Data 3200 computer, and a group of peripheral units which
will allow use of both paper tape and punched card data media and
which will efficiently handle programs expressed in a language
such as FORTRAN"
The three independently operating subsidiaries will be
located at the following places:
(i) Adelaide - in the new Civil Engineering Annexe of
the University of Adelaide.
(ii)

(iii)

Melbourne - at the C.S.I.R.O. Division of Chemical
Physics building cu'rrently being constructed close
to Monash University at Clayton,
Sydney - at the C.S.I.R.O. National Standards Laboratory
in the grounds of the t;niversity of Sydney.

A description of the Control Data 3200, indicating its
versatility, speed and expansibility, is given in sections 2 and 4.
Section 3 gives an itemize� list of the actual equipment to be
installed at the various sites, and sections 5 and 6 give details

4.
of peripheral units to be provided,
2..

The_Control Dat.a_3200 �tern
(a) Q��ral
The Control Data 3200 computing system is a high speed,
medium size, computing and data processing system intended for
operating in close association with a 3600 system which its logical
structure, instruction repertoire and components, both internal
and peripheral, closely resemble. It is, however, a powerful
computing system in its own right (see the attachment published
by Control Data Corporation for other details).
Its basic word length is 24 bits, plus four bits representing
the parity state of each of the four 6-bit characters of which the
24 bit word is composed.
The instruction repertoire includes codes for operating
upon 48�bit data in the same format as that used in the 3600 for
both fixed and floating point data. Also included are character
oriented inst·ructions which make the 3200 highly suitable for
symbol manipulation and logical operations., In addition it is
provided with an interrupt system, similar to that in the 3600,
which makes it suitable for real-time and multiprogram uses.
Incorporation of a special rapid-access store as�ists in its use
for these types of operation.
The 3200 is also designed to handle peripheral units which
are also used on the 3600 and interface units are available which
allow it to be used as on on-line 'satellite', or peripheral, of
the 3600. The subsidiary at Canberra is to be connected in this
manner,
(b) Storage
The main store of the 3200 consists of a ferrite core matrix.
The cycle time of 1.25 and access time of 0.75 microseconds is the
same as that for the 3600 and allows of very high speed of operation
on 24 or fewer data bits and a sufficiently high speed, at
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economical equipment cost, on 48 or more data bits. This store
may be extended to the 32768 24-bit (plus 4 parity bits) allowed
for in the instruction code, but may be extended beyond this under
certain conditions, (Thi,·subsidiaries to be installed will
initially be provided with 8192 words of main store.)
In addition to the main store there is a rapid acce�s store
of 64 24-bit words which are randomly accessible by program
control. Although certain of these are reserved for specific
quantities and are available only for readout, others are
available for both reading and writing for such purposes as
storing incidental values, programmed index values and frequently
needed quantities. The access time of this store is 0,25 microsec.
(c) Modes of St.Q.!age Trans��
In addition to the normal 24-bit, or full word, mode of
transferring data to and from main store there are eleven other
modes, many of which are associated with the character oriented
operations available on the 3200.
Two of these are transfers of address values, one corres
ponding to the least significant 15 bits of a word being the
word address part of a single 24-bit instruction, and one
corresponding to the 17 least significant bits of a wo�d being
the address of a particular 6-bit character of which the store
may hold up to 131072, packed 4 to a word.
Of tpe remaining modes, four correspond to each of four
6-bit character positions in a word, three correspond to transfer
of 12-bit bytes of the three possible pairs of adjacent 6-bit
characters of a word, and two correspond to 18-bit bytes of the
two possible groups of three adjacent 6-bit characters of a word.
(d) Address Modification
Instructions are generally subject to modification in either,
or both, of two ways. Firstly, by indirect addressing, in which
the address component of an instruction initially contains the
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address to which reference is made for the effective address of
the,operand, secondly, in the usual way, by addition of the content
of any one of three 15-bit indexing registers.
(e) Character Handling
In addition to the usual single-word arithmetical, norma+
logical, incrementing, decrementing, conditional and unconditional
jump·instructions, others are provided which facilitate character
type of data processing�
In such operations each 24-bit word is considered as a string
of four 6-bit characters, each with its associated parity bit
thus making a 28-bit word. Any character transferred is always
accompanied by its parity bit.
Instructions which handle characters are able to address any
character in the main store by extension of the address portion of
the instruction by an additional two bits, making 17 bits, the
ascending order of the addresses of the characters within a word
being from 1 most 1 to 'least' significant 6-bits and from the
highest to lowest word address, These instructions allow of
transfers of characters to and from store, the remaining characters
of an accessed word remaining unaffected.
Most instructions each occupy a 24-bit datum word, but a few
occupy two words. Such special instructions allow for automatic
searching for a particular character within a stated block of data
in the store and for moving a block of stated length from one
place in store to another.
(f) Decimal Arithmetic
Associated with the set of character handling operations
is the facility for operations upon binary-coded decimal data held
as strings of 6-bit characters in store and packed as 12 4-bit
characters when brought into the arithmetical registers. These
operations are, however, subject to special conditions as
indicated below in section 2(i).
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(g) _Input_and Outpui

Input and output operations can be carried out in four
different ways, by character or word blocks of stated length, or
by single characters or words. However, as in the case of the
3600, any such operation must be preceded by a 'selecting' operation
which connects the required input or output devic.e •
Up to eight simultaneously operating bidirectional data
channels can be provided to each of which up to eight devices,
making a total of 64 units, may be connected. Some of these units,
such as magnetic tape controllers, may further control a number of
devices such as magnetic tape transports, and real-time control
and indicating devices:
(h) Int2.!rupt System
The interrupt system provides for automatic and/or programmed
detection of certain internal and external conditions. Prior to
the execution of an instruction, the presence of any of these
conditions causes the normal sequence of control to be broken,
and a special sequence of actions performed to d eal with the
condition causing the interruption prior to returning to the point
at which the break occurred.
Among the conditions which cause interruption are the
internal conditions such as arithmetic overflow, including the
fraction and exponent in floating-point operations, division fault
etc., certain conditions which may occur when searching or moving
data internally, and conditions associated with the peripheral
input and output devices.
Another important condition causing interruption is the
appei:!,rance, during a run, of certain types of instruction.
(i) �nded Precision, et£•
The instruction repertoire allows :f:or a. number of operations
on data of extended precision and special formats:
i.
48-bit binary integers,
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ii.
,iii.

37-bit floating point numbers with an additional
11.-bi t .exponent,
Binary �oded decimal character strings of up to
12 decimal digits.

Of these the first two forms are identical with equivalent forms
in the 3600.
Although allocations in the instruction repertoire allowing
for operations in these formats are made, they may be carried out
at high�st speeds (see section 3) using optional additional
hardware in the central processor. When such hardware is not
included the operations can be performed in a manner which, to the
user, appears fully automatic. Its absence has no effect upon the
method of programming and when one of these special op_erations is
.reac:t?-ed an interruption occurs which causes control to transfer to
a subroutine which carries out the equivalent operation at s ome
reduction in speed.
One speciat hardware unit allows 48-bit precision multi
plication and division and two-word floating-point addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division. Instructions for
performing 48-bit addition and subtraction at high speed are
always provided and do not require additional hardware. Another
additional unit allows for fully automatic operations on binary
coded decimal numbers (see (f) above.) (Some subsidiaries will
be provided with the additional hardware for high-speed double
prec,ision and floating point operations, but none will be provided
with the hardware for high-speed decimal operation.)
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(j) Operation Speeds
Internal operation times for typical arithmetical functions,
including access to instruction, operand and modification, are:
add/subtract
Single Precision (24 bit):
2.5 �s
multiply 8.8 - 12.0 /1),s
divide 11.9 - 12. 2 /J, i$.
Double precision (48 bit):
add/subtract 3.8-4.4 µs
With additional hardware:
Double precision (48 bit)
Floating point
Approximate operation times
without additional hardware:
Double precision (48 bit)
Floating point

µ.s
µs
µs

multiply
divide
add/subtract
multiply
divide

22.0
24.0
12.0
29.0

µs

multiply (est)
divide (est)
add/subtract
multiply
divide

120
120
123
141
190

µs
µs
µs
µs
µs

29.0

µ,s

It is anticipated t�at, on the average, those subsidiaries
fitted with the double-precision and floating-point hardware
will effectively operate at about twice the speed of those not
so fitted.
(k) Peripheral Units
A wide range of peripheral units are available, including
those suitable for use by a 3600, and allow for data media of 5,
7 and 8-channel paper tape, 80-column punched cards and 7-channel
! inch wide magnetic tape (in IBM compatible format), and output
on similar media and by line printer, typewriter, plotter and CRT
visual display. Details of peripherals to be supplied at the in
dependently operating subsidiaries are given in sections 3 and 4.
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The Particular §g_uipment Configurations
(a) Independently Operating Subsidiaries
In general, each subsidiary will consist of the following
items :On-line:
1. A Control Data 3200 central processor with a core
store of 8196 words of 24-bits (plus 4 parity bits)
and two bidirectional input/output data channels,
and with a separate operating console and input/
output typewriter.
2. Two magnetic tape units with associated tape
controller.
3. One 8-channel paper tape reader/punch unit
(350 char/sec reading, 110 char/sec punching).
4. One 80 column punched card reader (1200 eds/min).
5. One line printer (300 I/min).
6. One incremental plotter (300 incr/sec).
3.

Off-line
1 • Two 8-channel paper-tape keyboard editing
2. One duplicating and printing 80-column )
keyboard card punch.
�
3. One 80-column card verifier.
)

units.
except
where
otherwise
available.

The central processors at Melbourne and Sydney will be
provided with the facilities for high-speed double-precision and
floating point operations and off-line punched card equipment.
The Canberra subsidiary will be provided with an additional pair
of data channels and will operate within a wider environment.
Fig. 1 shows how the on-line peripheral units may be connected
to the central processors at the independently operating subsidiaries.
(b) The Canberra Satellite
The satellite system at Canberra will form part of the 3600
system, will be physically connected to the 3600 processor and have
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direct access to all its peripherals. To make such a wide variety
and number of peripherals available, the 3200 at Canberra will be
augmented by a pair of data channels making .a tota.l of four. It
will not be provided with double-precision and floating-point
hardware.
The number of on-line peripherals available to the Canberra
3200 are indicated in Table 1 to which must be added the following:
One card punch,
One disc-file system,
One high speed optical display unit,
One satellite coupler connecting directly to the
3600 processor through a 3600 data channel�
Details of these and other 3600 peripherals will be found
in Memorandum NoJ.· Fig. 2 shows the probable connections between
the satellite and all peripherals.
4 ,.

Expansibilit_;y

An important aspect of the initial installations will be
their poten�ial for a great degree of expansion, as and when
required, by simple connection of additional units. Thus the store
may be extended from 8192 to 32768 words, or more; simultaneous
operation of peripherals may be extended from 2 to 8, by addition
of further data channels, to each of which 8 units of equipment may
be connected. In particular any unit may be a magnetic tape
controller each of which may control up to 8 magnetic tapes, although
only six separate input and/or output units and 2 magnetic tapes
will b'e provided initially.
5.

Od-Ltg,e_Peri12herals
(a) Magnetic Tape Transpor!s

Each separate subsidiary will be provided with two Control
Data 604 magnetic tape transports. They are similar to the type
607 tape transports to be provided with the 3600 in that they record
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at 200, 556 or 800 characters per inch but operate at rates of
15K, 41 .7K or 60K characters per second respectively, However,
tapes recorded on a 604 unit may be read on a 607 and vice versa.
The writing densities are selected under program control.
The two magnetic tape transports to be provided are
sufficient to provide for efficient compilation of FORTRAN programs,
(b) Paper Tape Reader/Punch
One inch wide 8-channel paper tape will be handled by a
combined reader and punch unit. Reading will be carried out at
a rate of 350 8-bit characters per second, and punching will be
at a rate of 100 8-bit characters per second.
The reader will also be able to accept { inch (7-hole) and
5/16th inch (5-hole) paper tape, selection being by simple hand
adjustment.
(c) Punched Card Reader
Punched cards will be read at a rate of 1200 cards per minute,
the same unit, the Control Data 405 card-reader, being supplied
also to the 3600. However, no output card-punch will be provided
since it is expected that, although source data and programs may
frequently be provided on cards, output will be naturally restricted
to printed data or, if required for a later run and not recorded on
magnetic tape, will be output onto paper tape.
(d) Line Printer
For rapid output of results and for program listing and some
d.i1;1;gnosztic functions a Control Data 166-2 line printer will be
provided. It will be fully buffered and will prin� 120 characters
per line at a rate of 300 lines per minute using a set of 64
characters. Higher rates of printing may be possible for sets
of less than 64 characters.
(e) Incremental Plotter
A somewhat unusual feature will be the provision of a chart
plotter for which it is expected many uses will be found. It will
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be an X-Y plotter of the moving pen-moving .pape.r .type and will have
a precision of 0.01 inches in both directions and a plotting rate
of 300 incremental points per second in both coordinates. The
paper width is 12 inches and chart rolls up to 100 ft. long can
be accommodated.
(f) Typewriter
An input-output typewriter will be provided for small
volume output� directives to the operator and information concern
ing the state of current operations, and receipt from the operator
of requests and controlling instructions.
6.

Off-Line Peripherals·
Off line equipment will be provided for data and program
preparation where such equipment is not otherwise readily available.
(a) Paper Tape Data Preparati,2!!
All subsidiaries will be provided ''{ith two AWA Typetronic
units possessing one or two one-inch wide 8�channel paper-tape
readers and one 8-channel punch each and will be identical to
those provided at Canberra (see memorandum No.1 .) They may be
used for, i) recording programs and subject data onto paper tape
via a 44-key double-case keyboard similar to that of a standard
typewriter while simultaneously providing a page-printed copy of
the data recorded, and ii) copying a tape (a) without printing,
at 30 8-bit characters per second, or (b) printing, at a rate of
10 characters per· second, a record of the data held on a tape.
Tapes may be edited for corrections, insertions and deletio�s
by use of suitable key controls and, when two readers are provided
on the same unit, tapes may be edited and merged onto a single
output tape using the key controls and/or by controlling codes read
from the input tapes.
(b) Punched Card Data Preparation
It is intended that all subsidiaries will have punched card
data-preparation equipment available. Equipment will be specifically
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supplied initially at.Melbourne and Sydney only, and will consist
of one card punch and one verifier identical to those provided at
Canberra (see Memorandum No.1 ).

7.

Character and Code Sets
The character and code set for punched card use w ill be the
same throughout the system, i • e • the standard FORTRAN set used by
IBM. The set to be used on paper tape will likewise be the same
throughout the system and is being designed to cover the ALGOL
set and include, as subsets, the COBOL and FORTRAN characters.
Details of the character code sets will be the subject of a later
memorandum.
8.

The Programming and O�rating System
The operation of each separate subsidiary wilLpe controlled
by a monitor routine, SCOPE 32, designed to accept, translate and
perform a sequence of programs and data provided on punched cards
and/or punched paper tape. It will at the outset be possible to
provide for programs stated in the three languages as follows:
(i) FORTRAN 32 (being a subset of FORTRAN 63) used on
the 3600), and
(ii) COMPACT (being a subset of COBOL and retaining all
the format and utility of that l�nguage), and
(iii) COMPASS 32 (an assembly language comparable with
COMPASS 36 used on the 3600).
(i) It is expected that most programs will be presented in
FORTRAN, in which case, complete compatibility between
subsidiaries and central systems can be assured. Details
concerning this language and its use will be made available
at a later date, during instruction courses and by distribution
of suitable documentation to be provided by Control Data
Corporation.
(ii) Although the version of FORTRAN provided allows for
CHARACTER-type variables it is likely that COMPACT will be most
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suited to those data-file operations which occasionally occur
in scientific types of computation. COMPACT makes great and
efficient use of the Qinary-coded decimal operations in the
3200 instruction code whereas, FORTRAN makes greatest use of
the single a�d double word binaty·mode operations.
(iii) The assembly language, COMPASS 32, is of the mnemonic
letter group type. Although its format is the same as that
of COMPASS and some codes are identical for the same
operation in both languages, there is considerable difference
in detail du� to the diversity of instructions between the
3600 and the 3200. However, it is expected that, in due
course, an addition will be made to the SCOPE system on the
3600 to allow assembly codes from subsidiaries to be directly
acceptable by the central system.
Although the initial monitor system for the 3200 will deal
with a serial job flow, it is expected that, in view of its
register store and interrupt features, the operating system will
be extended to allow it to deal with programs and real-time control
operations on a multiprogram basis.
Usually it is not possible to use more than one procedure
oriented language in a program although it is normally possible to
supply subroutines in the assembly language. A feature of the 3200
monitor will be the facility for the programmer to use all three
of the above languages in the same program, a feature which may be
of considerable importance.
9.

User's Organization
At present a user t s organization specifically for the 3200
does not exist since this line of equipment has only recently been
announced by Control Data Corporation. However, much of the CO-OP
library, to which the network has access through its central
facility, is obtainable in FORTRAN and may readily be made available
for use on a 3200 subject to the reduced �nvironment being suitable.

(.i)
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As the 3200 type of equipment becomes more widely adopted
by a larger number of users (other than in the present network)
a satisfactory user's organization oriented toward the 3200 system
will no doubt be establi�hed.

T. Pearcey
28/11/63

Tablet.

.. On-line periphera.ls

Centr�I Processor

Site
Store
vords

Pl.· pt -nd dl. pr.
h.1rdvare

Adelaide

819�

No

Melb-ourne

8192

Yes

Sydney

8192

Canberra

8192

Notes:

Equipment Contigurat.ious for tn• C.S.l.R.O. Sub-sidiaries

1.

2.
).
4.
5.
6.
7.
+

No. l/0
Channels

,

.

M ...gnetic C.i.rd
tape units reader

.

8-channel pc1.per tape
rea.der
punch

Line
printer

Plotter

Paper
tape

-�·Off-line
P-eri;>her... ls
Ca.rds+
_.JU-

ve

2 (604)

1 (405)

1

1

l( }66-2) 1(165-2)

z

X

X

2

2 (604)

t (405)

1

1

1 ( 166-2.) 1.( 165-2)

2

1

1

Yes

2

2 (604)

1 (405}

1

1

1(166-2) 1(165-2)

2

1

1

No

4

10(607)*

10(405)�

J<>

)*

1 (166-Z)'I 1(165-2�

8*

J<>

3<>

2
,

2(501)*

1 ( 165-3 .P

• indicates shared by 3200 d.Dd 3600.
604 mag. tc1.pe units operate at ch�ra.cter tr�sfer rc1.tes of 15K, 41.7K i:l.lld 60K chc1.ra.cters/sec.
n
n
"
"
••
"
"
n
"
30K, 83.4K a.nd 120K
607 "
"
405 ca.rd readers operate a.t 12::>0 cards/min,
165-2 plotters use 12 inch wide pa.per rolls.
165-J
"
•• JO inch "
n
"
166-2 printers have line ca.pc1.cii.y of 120 ch...racters ...nd line rates of JO::> line.s per min. or grea.ter.
11
166-3
"
"
"
"
13.0
"
"
,.
"
" tOOOlines per min.
All subsidia.ries will be provided with separate operc1.ting console and I/0 typewriter.
Of the three paper-tape reoJ.ders at Canberra, one will operate at 350 ch/sec o&nd two at 1000 ch/sec ..
All three_p..per-tape punches will operate at 110 ch/�ec.
Numbers enclosed ,:i thin parentheses represent Cont.ro l Data reference- numbers £or equipment type.s-ii
pu = punch� ve = verifier.
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